
Choi

Open link

what stood out in the

individual interviews?

What are their

connections?

how do we tell their

story authentically?

Understands

everything about one

building and is

expected to maintain

and fix it ("everything

but the inside of the

walls")

Very much a

maintainers mentality -

It's like it is a practice. 

Sweeping 3 times a

day, dusting, trash.

Maintenance can easily be

ignored and unseen, but

Minereh's building stands out

because other buildings in the

neighborhood don't have the

strong practice.  The breakdown

of other buildings, the daily

neglect, allows Minereh's care to

shine.

Work is very hard from

a physical and

probably psychological

perspective (having to

be available all the

time)

Husband helps.  This

might be a larger trend -

that a super cannot do

their entire job well

alone.  A partner is

needed.  (This is just

conjecture)

Learn as you go -

through your own

trials and

befriending others

(contractors)

Community and

maintaining

relationships

strengthens how

people care for the

building.

Maintaining and repairing

strategies shift based off

of materials and

construction. (Older

materials + construction =

easier maintainment)

Cleaning products are

hazardous to health,

but that doesn't seem

to be a concern "in the

now," but could be an

issue later.

This position

seems to have

been taken out of

necessity, not out

of interest

Looking forward

to the future not

doing this

anymore

Maintaining

a building

Maintaining

an island

Keep it simple

and circular,

Zero Waste

Required to

keep facades

of certain

buildings

Balancing

livability, cost,

and

preservation

When you let

buildings sit,

they deteriorate

quite rapidly.

So much of the

maintenance and

repair on the island is

about infrastructure (a

lot of it is unseen) 

Some of these

maintenance

decisions are

about time and

cost

It is cheaper

to tear down

and rebuild

Certain decisions

are more

expensive, but

will last longer

Maintenance is

the hardest part,

but it truly

extends the life

of a building

Over 100

buildings -

that's a lot of

maintenance

NYC is

obsessed

with decay

Asking

citizens to

maintain what

is precarious

Water damage

and temperature

instability are

quite damaging.

People want new,

maintenance is

unsexy, it's hard to

get excited about

consistency

Design intent and

integrating

maintenance into

the design practice

is integral

with every

renovation, a

layer is

added

Tahereh
Open link

thinking of

maintenance and

repair during the

design process

working with benign

materials instead of

systems that could be

time constrained (

manufacturer does not

exist anymore)

building

simple to

make it

maintainable

we create pressure

for coming

societies to be able

to repair and afford

to do it

society changes,  we are

always subject to

structural change. But it

must be possible to

continue working with

the building frame

maintenance

step by step: that

always

something old

remains there.

when a building has

been neglected for too

long, that you actually

have no other chance

than to do everything

irregularities are

precisely what

make buildings

so exciting

n Germany there have been so

many war losses of substance,

that one really pays attention to

preserve everything old properly,

so really and not to lose.

Whereas in Vienna, where I grew

up, there is a clear cut of

Gründerzeit buildings.

identity for

a place

Tearing down and

rebuilding is

cheaper. But why?

Because

demolition costs

nothing

We are so used to

throwing it away. But

what if throwing

things away would be

really expensive?

we make the mistake

urban planning that

everything is designed for

the car and a city is for

people and not for cars.

I think you have to

be interested in

being open with

other people and

sharing things with

them.

Rav Patel: 

Regeneration is a radical project

based on care and repair. When I talk

about care, I am referring to the

entire web of life, because

everything is interconnected.

Undertaking repair, on the other

hand, requires reflecting on the

damage caused by colonial

capitalism, acting accordingly, and

making amends to both past and

future generations.

Balance

Responsibility

Acceptance
Future

Thinking

Patina vs.

renewal

Aging/Change

Layers

Dedication 

Connection

Hard Work

Hands-on

Story

Clean

watersheds

Minereh

NYC
Open link

Nicole

(Gov. Is)
Open link

Aleya + Michael

Open link

The City

Community

Original

people

Sugar cane

Farming

practices -

Trinidad +

Maryland

Building community

(both as a family and

through cocoa

farming/chocolate

production)

Physical connection

to the land + people

(farmers,

customers, friends,

family)

Scale out, not

bigger

(expanding

the network)

"if you grow

properly, or in a

way that is really

true and

honest, people,

resources and the

land,"

Slowing down

and focusing

on what's

around me.

Grower,

maker,

teacher

For their famers they

collaborate with:

Empowerment

Improved standard of

living for themselves +

their community

Deepening the

connection

between the farmer

+ their yield, by

slowing it down.

The ripple

effect.

Compassion

beyond yourself

and your

community, but also

for the land.

Having a child makes

their mission and actions

more intentional and

acute, and makes them

slow down and be more

present.

Slowing

down

Spreading

outward, not

upward

Community

Chili Yazie 

Open link

modern

agriculture =

techniques

indoctrinated

through

colonization 

regen farming =

return to

traditional

farming -> "new

old" back to our

roots

... that relationship is

about balance,

gratitude, and

understanding one's

place in the larger

ecosystem

we know that the earth

is alive, it has spirit, it

takes care of every

need that we have as

humans and all beings.

deliberate but

maybe unintended

destruction of

ecosystems

through modern

agriculture

colonialized agriculture

in the context of

capitalism

exploits in order to

make more money, even

if it destroys the very

source of its profit

knowing is

not enough

ACT

traditional

ecological

knowledge: all

people of all colors

have had similar

original instructions

its the greedy

minority who are

not well intended

and ruining

everything for the

rest of us

serence

sense of

urgency

clarity /

awareness

old new

connection

credentials:

grandfather,

farmer,

earth defender,

community

leader

Jim D'Aloisio

Open link

Carbon burden

(better description

than embodied

carbon)Accountability/

Lack of

Enforcement

Energy

conscious

design

Guilt of the

profession

Operational

carbon

Thermal

gradients

100% thermal

break in EU

vs. %3 in US

How many

buildings break

the energy

code? Probably

90%

There's not

enough

enforcement

People won't

really notice that

buildings are

breaking the

code.

Safety of the

building trumps

following the

thermal codes

Balance

the younger engineers are

more open to doing

something about the

carbon awareness, but we

need older companies

and engineers to share

this interest

Need the willingness

to question the way

it's always done.  Guts

to question the status

quo.

Bust through

the egos of

more

experienced

engineers

The cheapest initial

construction costs, not

long term operational

costs is what carries the

day (i'm going to save

money excavate less use

less concrete get done

quicker.)

construction is a very

conservative

profession slow to

change. Scared to try

for the first time -

Chicken!

But if we've seen enough

of construction It

empowers us where it

gives us the confidence of

making reasonable

decisions to change.

Risktaking

Things so you know young

people with new ideas

experienced people that are

willing that understand what

the limitations are you know,

putting those two groups

together, is where we got to

be gosh it's like kumbaya we

all need each other.

Buildings need  levels of care and some

abandoned buildings need a lot of level of care,

but. you can always put together a plan to

rehabilitate the existing building stack.

And that way it preserves the history and the

culture of the Community that preserves the

carbon burdens already been paid by those

buildings.

In many cases it requires just as much design

effort structural engineering architecture MEP.

finishes as if it were a new building, but you

don't you have greatly reduced carbon burden

from the modifications that need to be done.

Assessing evaluating

and improving and

adding to existing

buildings.  What is the

value to the

community?

Review existing building stock to

minimize demolition and to

preserve.  Not all buildings are

worth preserving.  And the

relationship of the building to the

to the urban setting or were you

know rural setting that's way

beyond structural.

Take advantage

of the carbon

burden that has

already been

paid.

Community

Healing

Resiliency
Optimism +

Hope

Committment

Curiosity

Connection

Future

Thinking

Acceptance

Heart Living Earth

Curious

Optimism

Solidarity

Vulnerability
Dealing with

uncertainty

Maleah + Ken

Open link

sustainable

indulgement

joy

clarity of

choice

abundance

"it is not hard

to go out

there and

observe

courage

abundance

dedication

it's not just

about

themselves

involve

children

early 

mindful use of

excess, avoid

waste

community

socialize

bring people

together

initiative
neighbourhood

know your

neighbours

having skills

learning skills

different

kinds of

knowledge

evolution is

change by

definition 

chicken and

goat manure 

connection 

biodefence,

no pesticides

constant

figuring it

out

Everything works

together (animals,

plants, compost,

etc.)

40% of our

water is local

[rain but we

flush it down to

the ocean]

local action

instead of

"saving the

world"

Tracy + Gesiye

Open link

Community +

Expansion

Recognizing their

indigenous lifestyle

within the industrial/

complex

environments

Getting back in

touch with my

body, our DNA,

our ancestral

line

Expansion

from small

circles

Irony of degrowth is that a

lot of growth has to

happen in order for this to

be put in practice.  There is

a spread/span across

locations/communities, a

strengthening of

connection, rather than a

build UP.

Growth into something

that

does not like

acknowledge the natural

cycles of like, rest and

replenishing before

growing again

mutant growth

of

capitalism is- it's

just not

sustainable

honouring my

own needs, and

my

work's needs for

the rest, for

space.

Slowing

Down

when land became

viewed as capital, all

other things became

minimized - the

peole

the paperwork, and the government

and the borders

and the credit cards, you know, in

the final analysis, those things

may not actually matter as much as

knowing that, you know, someone

can build a table, somebody can

bake bread, somebody can braid

hair

Healing

whole cycle that we

seem to cannot break.

It's hot, we

create the heat, because

of all the air

conditioning. And yet

we've

just decided to cloak

ourselves up.

Indigenous

Practices/

Breaking the

Cycle

honoring you,

acceptance,

authentic

Your true love being

you. That's part of where it

starts and if you love

yourself- you

might love the oxygen

you're breathing so maybe

you might want to

take care of that too. 

Slowing

Down

Breaking

the Cycle

Dedication

Courage

Abundance

Think

globally /

Act locally

Repurpose

in a new

formation

Caretakers Composting Gentle vs.

Provocation?

Theme Brainstorm

Duality allows

for

appreciation

Mirror image

is eco fascism

Open link

Who is our audience?

Scholars,

academics

History of

technology

Engineers,

tech

Institution of

knowledge

Policy

makers

Who needs

to hear this?

element of

paternalism in

"Degrowth" since it

sounds like poorer

ppl are asked to live

as peasants

circular

economy 

instead  of

degrowth 

the machinery to

create wealth

does not exist

without

capitalism

Their

homestead is

"bourgeois

pretense"

Class Issuesprocesses and

systems

community

When you defer

maintenance long

enough, it becomes

like a big capital

project.

The whole term "De-

Growth" sounds

capitalist, it sounds

like we're moving

backwards when

we're really

moving forward.

To me, de-growth sounds

like you're going against the

grain of like

what society wants you to

be. So you're un-growing but

really, you're

growing in a different way.

It almost feels like de-growth would be

growth, and what capitalism has done

has mutated growth into something

else. Growth into something that does

not like acknowledge the natural cycles

of rest and replenishing before growing

again, or ... there isn't a tree that's

fruiting 24/7. All of our like cycles,

economic as well, should be growing in

that way that's natural as opposed to

whatever that like mutant growth of

capitalism is- it's just not sustainable.

Take a permaculture course. It's

really eye opening because it's not

just about planting and farming. It's

about your whole lifestyle.

Just being open to the idea that we

could live in harmony with

nature and that we don't have to

exploit it. We could actually, you

know, live with it.

Building reuse (degrowth)

Barriers in industry - enforcement/

cheating, first cost, conservatism,

perceived safety downsides

Youth and change

An

alternative

to "big

stupid

buildings"

Personal choices - Walking the walk

Traveling by

train: it took like

a day and a half

to get to

Colorado

if you're if you're

aware of your

carbon footprint

you will think

twice about flying

it takes more time

and effort and

deliberation, to

take the train or

the bus

The train is fabulous for that

I have more I have had

more us maybe this will

help i've had more

productive days on a train

than some of these in the

office, because you know

you can you can just sit

down and get stuff.

I mean it's the it's a personal

question to what extent do

we want to consider making

personal sacrifices,

because we know that we

can reduce our carbon

footprint by a significant

amount

i've met people on

the trains and even

on the buses that I

never would have

met otherwise.

Being known as the structural

engineer that can reduce nobody

carbon in buildings has turned out to

be a wash. For every job that I get

because I'm now known as

somebody that can reduce carbon

emissions, there's jobs that I don't get

because I'm perceived of as the

engineer that has some other value,

other than cheapest initial

construction costs.

maintain our

original

relationship

with the earth

COVID showed how

dependent the Navajo Nation

had become on outside

products shipped in; the

(formerly named) traditional

farmers' cooperative aims to

provide nutritious,

sustainably grown food for

Navajo people

People, like everything else,

have a place in maintaining

the balance of nature, but

the introduction of colonial

economics has upended that

balance (and any sense of

duty to maintain it) for the

sake of profit and control of

resources

"There IS an original design

of how life is supposed to

work that requires the

continued maintenance

and retaining of the inner

workings of the physical

world along with the

spiritual world"

The earth is a living entity, she

has limitations, and we are

testing those limitations as

humankind... If we expect that

there will be a reasonably

comfortable future for

generations to come, we better

understand the negative impact

capitalism is making on the

earth.

One of the

greatest needs

the traditional

farmers

cooperative has

is labor

As a farming community,

we recognize the need

to revitalize the 80%

fallow acres that are

currently not being

farmed in the

community

“We cannot

claim

sovereignty

unless we feed

ourselves.”

We also noticed

how lacking in

nutritional value the

products that were

being shipped in

were

David Whiteside

(Tennessee River

Keeper)

Tennessee River

Keeper

"defends the

water supply for

6.3 million

Southerners"

Major part of TRK's

operation focuses

on taking legal

action against

environmental

polluters

My family has been

involved in the alliance of

water keepers for decades,

but my ancestors in the

South fought to secede

from the Confederacy; great

great grandfather was a

local judge who fought the

Klan in Alabama

1950's/60s, David's great

uncle Frank Johnson Jr.,

Federal Judge, issued

landmark decisions

(including the Rosa Parks

case) that contributed to

the process of

desegregation

David feels a deep sense of lineage/

tradition of "standing up to the

oppressors, fighting for people

agains the bullies" and connects his

current environmentalist work to the

civil rights work of his family.

Notably, he links the two through

environmental racism,  because he

knows that poor people and people

of color are the ones who are

disproportionately impacted by

climate change and pollution.

"Whenever I think I've got it

tough, I think about how I've

never come home to a burning

cross on my lawn or my house

firebombed so that keeps me

going." Worthwhile note for

maintaining the struggle today

even though it feels hopeless.

"We're in it for life."

The violence may

be different, but the

stakes are no less

existential when we

consider the threat

of climate change

Tennessee River is

the "poster child for

coal ash pollution,

PFAS pollution, and

microplastics

pollution"

The coal industry

and coal-burning

plants are outdated

but federally

subsidized 

DuPont and other behemoth

companies have dumped

forever chemicals into so

many more products than we

are aware of. "Once we dump

them into the environment

and into our bodies, it's

virtually impossible to remove

them."

Freshwater microplastic

pollution was flying

completely under the radar

until recently (it wasn't just

our beaches that were filled

with visible plastics, but our

fresh waterways that are

filled with microplastics)

Being an

environmentalist

encompasses multiple

fields (interdisciplinary)

and you bring

environmentalism into

other fields like law,

business, etc.

As an

environmentalist, I

never focus on the

same issue week to

week; there's

always something

new

David cites the business

model of clothing  company

Patagonia as an example of

how one can continue

growing sales/business while

being environmentally

sustainable (Patagonia's

motto is "we're in business to

save the planet")

Opponents call David

and people like him "job

killers" but he stresses

that the jobs people

need don't have to

contribute to killing the

environment we all

depend on

"Free market

capitalism and fair

market capitalism is

a good way to run

an economy and

distribute goods"

One example of

cleaner business

practices: making

R&D publicly available

and sharable with

economic competitors

There are models in

nature that we can

learn from/replicate to

meet our needs

(water off duck's back,

spider thread, etc.)

Dark money and

lobbying prevent

meaningful change at

the political level. We

won't be able to

seriously address

pollution until we

address that. 

In the US, a manufactured

chemical product is

"innocent until proven

guilty" and can be brought

to market and sold until

people start getting hurt

and/or NGOs, consumer

reports, etc. do the

research on the harms

Confidential business

information protected by

law puts profits and

protecting "business

secrets" over consumer and

environmental safety (but

the big joke, as David

points out, is these

businesses all know each

other's secrets)

Growth into something

that

does not like

acknowledge the natural

cycles of like, rest and

replenishing before

growing again

rest and going

into the portal,

to then be able

to produce work

Know when to

ask for help;

lesson from

the tree

Seven

generations

from now

to make a

choice as a

couple to

choose and

work for this

lifestyle

the air we

breathe 

the clean water

we wash our

bodies with

Giant amoeba

that gets

divided into

smaller ones

constant

state of

change

stewardship

maintenance 

cooperation 

 THINK, DESIGN PLAN 

INTERGENERATIONALLY

Dedication 

To the

present?

Balance

Interview Analysis
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